
Tesla, Tesla, Tesla – CNBC
Quint sits down with Trading Nation of CNBC to discuss the future of Tesla. Here’s why there’s no
reason to buy Tesla at this level, pro says from CNBC.

READ MORE

Schlumberger and the Energy Sector – CNBC
Quint returns to Trading Nation of CNBC to discuss Schlumberger and his approach for the energy
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Quint returns to Trading Nation of CNBC to discuss Schlumberger and his approach for the energy
sector. One energy stock could be set to soar if crude rally continues from CNBC.

READ MORE

What to Think About Retail – CNBC
Quint comes back to Trading Nation of CNBC and navigates the retail space, finding two stocks in the
muck: Walmart and Target, both of which we own. Retail gets wrecked, but two stocks could see revival
from CNBC.

READ MORE

Healthcare: The Devil You Know – CNBC
Quint sits down at Trading Nation of CNBC to discuss healthcare stocks and how fairly valued they are
currently. Disclaimers: Long MRK, LLY, and PFE Health care gets left behind, but technician bets on a
bounce from CNBC.

READ MORE
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View more on our blog

Waiting on China – CNBC
Quint comes back to Trading Nation of CNBC to explain how semiconductor’s exposure to China will
create headline risk. Disclaimers: Long ADI, TXN, MU Chips still in correction, but charts point to
breakout from CNBC.

READ MORE

Trade, The Fed, and The Market – Yahoo Finance
Quint joins Yahoo Finance to discuss Mexico trade, the possibility of a FED interest rate cut, and how
bad headlines can translate positively into the market.

READ MORE
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Find out what makes us different.

Newsletter

One of the best ways to learn more about Joule Financial is to join our free e-mail list. Periodically we will send
out an e-mail newsletter for you to learn more about what we’re thinking or doing for client portfolios. We will

never sell your information nor solicit you through this e-mail. It is for informational purposes only.

Email

Submit

You might be a good fit for Joule Financial if you are:

Planning for or in Retirement

You are starting to think about retirement and want to determine an appropriate target retirement age

You are close to retirement and want to make sure you have examined all the proper financial data to ensure your
income is secure through retirement such that you will not outlive your resources

You are in retirement and unsure or insecure about your income distribution methods.

A Working Professional

You are a professional starting to pursue financial investments and want to make sure you are considering your
401k, Roth IRA and taxable investments.

With more than 10 working years remaining, you are contemplating a financial and retirement plan and seek a
second opinion to help formulate this strategic process.

You have recently left a job and are exploring your options for your previous company retirement plan.

A Small Business Owner

You are seeking an affordable retirement plan solution for your small business.
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info@joulefinancial.com

Lexington

1216 S. Broadway
Lexington, KY 40504

(859) 881-0777

Louisville

9900 Corporate Campus
Louisville, KY 40223

(502) 365-5960

Tweets by Joule Financial

Privacy Policy

Firm ADV

Disclosures

This website is operated and maintained by Tatro Capital LLC dba Joule Financial, a
SEC Registered Investment Advisor.
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The information provided by the content on this site is educational only and is not
personal investment or tax advice. Menu
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